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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to our first year evaluation of our Smarter Lunchroom Movement Demonstration Project at Rowville Primary School.The project was set up, baseline data collected and a Health and Wellbeing Team was established early 2019. The project actions commenced July 2019. The official launch school wide happened in October 2019.



Data collected 2019 & 2020
Canteen sales:

• Manual counting of sales at recess and lunch for 5 typical consecutive school days

• Data taken same week of student survey

• Data taken in term 1 (summer) and repeated in term 3 (winter) each year*

• Some information in this presentation has incorporated other baseline data collected 

amongst students and parents in term 1 2019.

Student survey:

• Grade 3 & 4 students surveyed in 2019 and will be followed for the next 2 years;

• 2019 98% response rate (n=135 students) 2020 100% response rate (n=132)

• International students excluded

*Winter data 2020 unable to be collected due to COVID-19 restrictions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Baseline data collected 2019 and will be repeated annually for the 3 years of the project.Canteen sales need to be collected twice a year, as the canteen does not specifically record sales and there is no way of knowing how many units of each item they typically sell. Therefore, we decided to collect a one week sample twice a year – during the two distinct seasons (summer and winter). Canteen staff reported that the sales of products and the volume of sales change dramatically between these two seasons.  Winter data for 2020 was unable to be collected due to COVID – school closures.During baseline 2019, there was also a parent survey that investigated the use of the canteen and scoped what possible effects certain changes at the canteen may be. This is not planned as a repeated survey, but mainly was for the initial scoping of the project. Some of this data has been incorporated into this evaluation.We did not have the capacity to survey all the 400+ students in the school each year, therefore we decided to follow a cohort that would be a sample representative of the students at the school. Grade 3 & 4 was chosen, as grade 3 is the youngest age at which dietary recall and intake serving estimates can be somewhat reliable. Any younger and they just cannot grasp this concept. It was also convenient as the project has a 3 year life span, so the grade 4’s in 2019 will be in their last year at the school in the last year of project evaluation. However, now COVID has happened, we may need to do an extra year of data collection. If this happens, we will only have half the cohort remaining to survey.



Data collected 2019 
Nutrition Week October 2019:

• Series of questions asked of students in the form of a ‘graffiti wall’ activity to inform 

project actions

• Data, photo and observations collected from nutrition week activities

• Staff survey regarding outcome of nutrition week activities, curriculum support and 

investigated staff attitudes toward healthy eating within school responsibilities (n=22 

staff)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition Week 2019 was used as a launch event for the project actions and to raise the profile of the Health and Wellbeing Team throughout the school community. Some activities were used to collect data to help inform project actions.We decided to run a staff survey to get an insight into changes in student eating habits. We also wanted to explore some of the resources that were developed for the schools, in order to refine these and share them with other schools. This survey also scoped the ‘readiness’ of the staff to accept developments into the role of the school in supporting healthy eating.



Rowville Health & 
Wellbeing Team

• After one year, membership increased 
116% as we attracted 6 additional 
parent members and 1 additional staff 
member.

• Term 1 2020, 4 working groups formed 
to work on projects concurrently.

• Term 2 2020, working groups on hold 
due to COVID-19 restrictions, instead 
whole team meetings held online with 
increased frequency.

2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here was our initial team. We started small but in one year we grew quite a bit with a new intake of Foundation parents and better marketing at school orientation events.We had enough members in early 2020 to start breaking off into working groups. Unfortunately this was short lived due to COVID and we have recommenced meetings as one group. Unfortunately a lot of parents have not continued meeting online, so at the moment our meeting numbers are small. We are trying to keep parents engaged but the longer restrictions last, the harder that is. Parent members continue to be contacted via email. We only hope they will be happy to join meetings again in 2021.



Smarter Lunchroom Strategies 
Implemented; 

Canteen Development
• Healthy atmosphere 
• Student involvement
• Product placement and advertising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section will look at the Smarter Lunchroom Strategies that were implemented during the year.



Rowville Kids Café – Smarter Lunchroom 
developments; Healthy atmosphere & 
student involvement

January 2019

October 2019

October 2019

• Canteen veg art mural created by Art 
Club students

• New specials board 
for ‘green’ item 
advertising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first actions centred around creating a healthy atmosphere and embedding visual healthy prompts around the canteen environment.The Art Club spent all term creating an art mural for the canteen wall, that was installed and revealed  during Nutrition Week (Oct 2019). There was also a new specials board created that will be used to draw attention to the healthy food specials; ready for when the canteen introduces these. The board got some use during nutrition week, as it doubled up as a ‘graffiti wall’ to gain insight into students preferences and ideas that will help shape future project actions.



Rowville Kids Café – Smarter Lunchroom 
developments; Product placement and advertising

2020Winter 2019

Baseline 2019

‘Green’ items moved to the front and up to eye level. 
Refrigerated glass storage installed for countertop fresh 
‘green’ food display.

‘Red’ item advertising removed. Walls repainted and ready 
for ‘green’ item promotion (student led project). 

Cooktop and rangehood installed to accommodate 
cooking fresh food.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From baseline to winter (3 months), the canteen made the first change to product placement. Carrot and celery sticks and the cheese and crackers were raised at the front counter and placed in the middle of the counter. Cartoon vegetable characters holding the price of the veggie sticks were also printed and laminated, placed on the cups. These further attracted the eyes to these products.During the canteen sales collection for this period, the veggie sticks sold out nearly every day (4 of the 5 days) and often could have sold more, as students came looking for them. I observed a few comments from some students coming up to the canteen. They were noticing these items for the first time, despite always being available at the canteen. Some of the younger students said things along the lines of “something looks different about the canteen” and “I’ve never seen those before (pointing to the veggie sticks”.The canteen staff were happy to keep these changes, however did not want to make more vegetable sticks available due to the risk of wastage. They were concerned that the sticks wouldn’t keep and would go limp being kept at the counter during hot weather. When the canteen was refurbished during 2020 closures, it included the purchase of a counter top refrigerated unit so that we could overcome this issue. Another issue identified was that the canteen was not equipped to cook fresh meals, rather just to reheat. Also, the canteen was bound by contractual agreement to display occasional food advertising in return of loaning equipment (pie warmer and fridge).The school received partial funds for the canteen refurbishment through a government grant. Further funds are being sought with a Council grant. The refurbishment allowed us to remove the loan of the pie warmer and fridge, freeing the canteen from those contractual advertising agreements. A stove top and new equipment has now set the canteen up for preparing and cooking fresh food.



Canteen refurbishment:
• Pie warmer purchased to replace loaned pie warmer that freed the school from 

being contractually bound to advertise ‘red’ food items

• Stove top and rangehood to meet Council regulations, now accommodating 

cooking of fresh food.

• Stainless steel benchtops and food processor to further accommodate food 

processing safely and easily.

• Stick blender and stock pots to allow for large quantities of soup to be cooked.

• Repainted blank walls ready for healthy food images and advertising.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further detail of the canteen refurbishments and what they mean toward achieving more smarter lunchroom strategies.Then canteen is now a clean slate with adverting, making way for healthy advertising and food images in 2021; once students are back at school and can be involved in taking ownership of this.



The majority of food available at school 
is classified as AMBER (select carefully foods). 

This remains unchanged since 
baseline.



Working toward HEAS guidelines; at least 50% green, less than 
50% amber, limit red items, no black items.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘Green’ items are predominantly made up of fruit and vegetables. ‘Amber’ items may also have fruit and vegetables, but in a lower amount and with added fat, sugar or salt when compared to green items. Three new green items were introduced onto the canteen menu late 2019-early 2020.Banana bubbles (Oct 2019) – these were such a success, have been made a permanent itemAnts on a log (Dec 2019) – these were not so popular, so moved to lunch order item only early 2020Go Cups (Dec 2019) – were voted one of the most popular items, but cannot keep that well out of the fridge. These were moved to lunch order only. However, this could change with the introduction of the refrigerated display unity.Power burger (Dec 2019) – only briefly toward last few weeks of year. Not given enough time for a trial. Will be re-introduced when cooking collective is able to start up (2021 now).



GREEN food availability increased
slightly (2%) at the expense of AMBER

food.

Percentage of RED and BLACK items 
remains unchanged since baseline.
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• Snacks sales are nearly all amber (80-90% daily) 2019, dropping slightly 
in 2020

• Lunch orders increase daily sales of red items.
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Total weekly sales - Summer 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sales pattern follows similar pattern for % classified items available on the menu – majority food available is amber, majority food consumed is amber and same for other classified foods.Winter 2019; despite more green foods been purchased, this was offset by the increase in red and black foods purchased. At the point that data was captured for Winter, no specific nutrition interventions had started. There had recently been one change to canteen environment which was the adjusting of healthier items to higher shelf at front counter with cartoon characters on container holding price point.We see a slight increase in green sales, which were mainly due to the vegetable sticks and banana bubbles (newly introduced item). However, this was offset by the increase in red food (mainly due to lunch orders).



• Lunch orders increase daily sales of red items.
• Slightly more green and red sales in 2020, with less amber sales.
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Presentation Notes
These graphs break down the total sales daily for each week. The top row helps us to easily compared actual colour classified sales to classified food items available. Sales pattern follows similar pattern for % classified items available on the menu – majority food available is amber, majority food consumed is amber and same for other classified foods- with the exception of Tuesday in Winter which we will look into next.As we saw in the previous graph, we can see the daily increase in green items – Monday is outstanding. However we can also see the increase in red items each day.



• Snacks sales are nearly all amber on most days (80-90% daily), 
dropping slightly in 2020 (70-80%)

• A record 30% green snack sales were recorded on Monday 2020.
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Presentation Notes
These are just looking at snack sales (so not lunch orders) compared to food items available. When we look at this view compared to the previous slide, you can see the difference the lunch orders make to the increase in red items. Monday 2020 saw a record 30% green snack sales recorded. 



The majority of food consumed at 
school (lunch box and from canteen) 

remains classified as AMBER.

GREEN snacks sales increased during 
2020.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This statement is true even when we account for items in the lunchbox (from student nutrition survey collected Feb 2019)



• During the first week that carrot and 
cucumber sticks were displayed front and 
centre with cartoon character price point 
(winter 2019), sales increased compared 
to summer data 2019.

• Carrot and cucumber sticks sold out on 
4 of the 5 days during data collection 
winter 2019.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The increase in green snack items were mostly carrot and cucumber sticks. The only change to the canteen since summer was the placement of carrot and cucumber sticks. These were raised higher so could be seen at the counter (rather than tubs on counter below eye level. This was the first week that cartoon characters were stuck on the containers for the price points. Note: Cucumber sticks were not available when we collected data for summer 2019 – it was celery instead. Nutrition Week 2019 data showed that students preferred cucumber to celery, so this could have also impacted sales increase.



• Red sales outnumber green sales on most days.
• Tuesday (sushi day) is the exception for both years.
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Presentation Notes
These are just looking at just lunch sales (so not over counter snacks) compared to food items available, summer and winter sales side by side. We can see a greater representation of red sales with lunch orders when compared to snacks. This is likely because a higher proportion of lunch order items being sold are red compared to only a few red snack items available for purchase over the counter.Tuesday is the only exception for both summer and winter  each year – green sales are actually higher than red sales. We will have a closer look in the next graph.
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• Red sales 
dropped from 
50% to 20%

• Green sales 
rose from 8% to 
35%

• Total sushi sold 
= 35 units

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data is taken from baseline 2019, however the data for 2020 is almost identical for Tuesday.



The majority (70-75%) of students 
purchase from the canteen at some 

point during term. 

In 2019, around 30% of students 
purchased snacks from the canteen 

during the week*. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data from student and parent surveys show that purchasing from the canteen is an experience that most children participate in at school. Therefore, we would expect developments to the canteen to have an impact on most of the students and families.*In 2020, the % of students purchasing from canteen dropped significantly to around 8-19% with canteen staff unable to explain why. Sales were noticeably and unusually down during the week of data collection 2020. This was obvious during data collection, as the canteen was unusually quiet. This would impact on the outcome and may not be a true reflection of the number of sales for the term. Therefore, not reliable data.



In the previous week…..
• 40% gr 3 & 4 students purchased a snack from the canteen, whilst 49% 

of parents indicated their child purchased a snack from the canteen.
• Most common frequency of purchase from families (35%) was on one day
• Most common frequency of purchase from gr 3 & 4 students (35%) was on one-

two days

• 41% gr 3 & 4 students purchased a lunch order from the canteen, whilst 
45% of parents indicated their child purchased a lunch order from the 
canteen.

• Most common frequency of purchase for families (37%) and gr 3 & 4 students 
(30%) was on one day. This did not change in 2020.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These results between student sample and whole school parent survey were quite matched, indicating that gr 3 & 4 student survey is quite a sample representation of trends for the whole school.The answers that parents and students gave to the questions about ‘their USUAL purchasing habits from the canteen’ were quite accurate to the results we got from what actually happened the day prior – both from survey questions and the sales data collected. So we can say we are confident that parents and student survey data is a good indication of what is actually happening.
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• 16-30% of students 
made a purchase on 
any given day 2019. 

• Students purchased 
2–3 items each visit 
2019 and 2-4 items 
2020.
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Presentation Notes
The biggest influence on the frequency and amount of food purchased from the canteen is the weather. Generally as the temp increased during the week, so did sales and amount of students purchasing. It is hard to see the trend in this compared to the temperature, as the temperature only varies by a few numbers when compared to the number or items sold / students purchasingHowever, Thursday and Fridays will generally always be the busiest days and they are end of week, running out of food at home and social norms say Friday is typically ‘treat’ day.2020 data is not focused on for numbers of students purchasing, as it was unexplainably very quiet for sales the week the data was taken and not a true reflection of a typical week. However, students who purchased during 2020 were likely to buy slightly more items during their visit.
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• Slight decrease in number of students purchasing snacks from the 
canteen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data is taken from the student survey – so is representative of our sample students.This shows what we saw from the canteen sales data – there has been a decrease in the number of students purchasing snacks from the canteen. 



Families purchase from the canteen 
mostly as an occasional indulgence / 

reward but indicated they may increase 
purchasing habits if there were more 

GREEN items available.

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Most parents (74%) restrict how often 
they purchase from the canteen, 
mainly for health and/or financial 

reasons…..but mostly students have 
the freedom to make their own decision 

on what to purchase.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
19% of parents said that they tell their children what they are allowed to buy ALL the time.This is taken from the 2019 baseline parent survey.



• Majority students making food purchasing decision at point of 
sale.
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Presentation Notes
This data is taken from the student survey – so is representative of our sample students.The majority of students are still making their food purchasing decisions at the point of sale / in the line at the canteen. There is actually quite an increase in the past year with now over half the students making their decision in the line. This confirms that changing the canteen environment, product placement and visual appeal of healthy items can really be used to our advantage to change purchasing decisions.



The top results as to what influenced 
student food purchase decision was 
‘whatever they felt like on the day’ 

closely followed by the weather.

The canteen line is a place to potentially 
influence purchase decisions for over half 

the students.

“I get it (food purchase) 
when it smells good.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Amongst all the options given to the question ‘What helped you decide what snack/lunch to buy from the canteen’, these remain the top two. Another indication that one of the most influential aspects to student food decision making can be modified (obviously not the weather). 



Parents who rated the canteen menu….

Mainly because of limited healthy options and a 
processed, sugary menu. The next highest reason 
was because it was too expensive / not value for 
money. Most (62%) would purchase more often if 
more ‘green’ items on the menu.

Were overall satisfied with the menu but most 
common improvement said it needs to be cheaper. A 
quarter would purchase more often if more ‘green’ 
items on the menu.

1-2

4-5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data is taken from the parent survey during baseline 2019.The canteen received an average of 3.5 stars out of 5.Those who scored the menu lower were more likely to restrict frequency of purchase (92%) to always restrict what the child is allowed to purchase (23%) and more likely to purchase more often if there was more ‘green’ on the menu (62%) and/or more seasonal menu (54%).Those who scored the menu higher are still likely to restrict frequency of purchase (70%) but more for financial reasons and because it is used as a reward (not for health reasons). Most common change noted in this group was menu needs to be cheaper (21%). Rating the canteen menu higher or lower had no impact on rarely / never purchasing snacks (both remained at 30%), however those who rated higher were more likely to purchase lunch orders.



Notable comments from parent survey
• More sushi
• Have more vegetarian and gluten free options
• Have soy drink alternative
• Traffic light system does not appear on Qkr!
• Having hot choc / coffee available to parents at drop off/pick up as investment
• Include more wraps, toasted sandwiches and focaccias on the menu
• Focus on reducing packaging – help to teach kids to look after environment
• Seasonal, sustainable and more home-made would make me buy more
• Include healthy options from other cultures / cuisines

MENU:

FINANCIAL:
• Increase the price on amber and red items
• Lunch option meals @ $7 make it unaffordable to do regularly 
• Have weekly specials
• Canteen is more expensive than buying from Coles



Student Nutrition Survey
• Dietary recommendation knowledge
• Dietary intake 24hr recall
• Influence on canteen purchasing decisions
• Involvement of lunchbox food selection and home 

cooking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Student nutrition survey covered these main aspects.The next few slides will focus on first two points of knowledge and dietary intake.Influence on canteen food purchasing decisions has been  previously incorporated into the canteen sales data.The last point hasn’t shown much data change and is not the main focus of our evaluation, but rather may be used to explain any changes in food preferences / decision making.



• Slight increase in knowledge of correct number of serves
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Presentation Notes
Slight increase in knowledge from 10 to 18% (11 students)



• Same level of increase in serves of fruit as we saw in vegetables.
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Presentation Notes
Slight increase in knowledge from 19 to  27% (11 students)We saw the exact same improvement in correct knowledge of serves as we did with the vegetable serves. We do have the capacity to look through the data to see if these are the same students who improved in both or whether these are different students, but I have not done that for the purpose of this presentation. 



• Very slight increase in students eating vegetables and fruit.
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Presentation Notes
A very slight / almost insignificant increase (2% = 3 students) in the number of students eating vegetables. We can see that with the number of students saying they did not eat any vegetables on the day prior.We can also see a shift in the lower number of serves being reported. This doesn’t necessarily mean that students are eating less amount of serves, but can show a better understanding and ability to correctly estimate how many serves of vegetables they are eating. At the start of the survey session, all students are shown what various serving sizes look like and given an example of how to work out what this means in terms of what they have eaten. The older they get, the easier this is for them to understand and apply. The students were all one year older in 2020.This is the same pattern that is shown for number of fruit eaten yesterday. We have not included this as a graph in this presentation, as the number of students not eating any fruit is very small. Therefore, confirming our intentions to focus on increasing vegetable intake. The number of students who had not eaten fruit the day prior dropped from 7% to 3%  (n=5 students).



• Slight increase in students eating vegetables and fruit at school.
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Presentation Notes
There is a increase in the number of students eating vegetables at school. Again, as serving sizes are hard to compare from last year given the accuracy of food recall / estimating serves for younger students, we can look to the data that shows no vegetables were eaten at school. As we can see, one year on there is a drop of the number of students not eating vegetables at school.Even though this number is still quite high, it is great to see that we have started moving in the desired direction.�Again, as we saw in the previous graph, the trend is towards lower number of serves, but this could just reflect a more accurate interpretation of how many serves students are actually eating. And again, this is the same trend for students eating fruit at school but with lower numbers; from 9% to 7% (2 students).



Nutrition Week 2019
• 12 interactive activities conducted across all year levels
• 90% class teachers actively engaged
• At least 415 students actively engaged 
• Student-led activities
• 2 canteen ‘green food’ specials trialled
• Staff surveyed post nutrition week

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition Week was a large operation of 12 interactive activities that were chosen to strategically engage the whole school community; students, staff and families.Activities were planned by the Health and Wellbeing Team (which was still a very small 6 members at that stage). The PE and Health teacher took a large load of the workload on behalf of the school and put in extra hours to make it all happen. She was the coordinator for all staff. The school really got behind the activities with nearly all staff actively supporting activities and nearly all students would have been enaged at some point during the week. Most were involved daily within the classroom activities and opting to join into the lunch time activities. The Health and Wellbeing Parliamentarians and student leader were involved in activities as much as possible, devoting most of their lunch times each day to either lead or assist in activities. The canteen was also the central focus of nutrition week, with the unveiling of the art mural, canteen item voting and 2 new canteen specials for that week only. It was a fantastic opportunity to advertise and trial new foods, creating excitement that may lead to higher sales in the future. The week specials:Corn on cob available  over the counter (this is usually lunch order item only)Banana bubbles (new item)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows the variety of activities throughout the week. A mix of classroom and lunchtime activities as well as a few home activities to help engage families / parents. A lot of support from EACH, as this was used as the launch event for the Health and Wellbeing Team and the project – to communicate to the school community and actively show them what the project is all about.



6 Student 
Parliamentarian 
Leaders actively 

involved and leading 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health and Wellbeing Parliamentarians and School leaders were actively involved in the daily activities and led most of these with the guidance of EACH Health Promotion Officers. We were just blown away with their enthusiasm and excitement which remained at a high level throughout the week.Here are our leaders in action with the Graffiti wall and Guess the Veg activities.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
All lunch time activities were hugely popular, especially the Guess That Veg activity. Students were given clues and could feel for the vegetable in the box. They were then to guess the veg! A lot of students came back a second time to try again. The line stretched back onto the basketball court. We were not expecting this many to come at once, so that was a bit of a lesson for us! 



Teacher Resource Pack
• Try for 5 class poster
• Reward sheets and stamp
• Serving size examples
• Class veg graph
• List of activities and timelines 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each class teacher was provided with a pack prior to Nutrition Week to explain all the activities and the role that they were contributing to activities. There was quite a number of activities, which required quite a bit of explanation.Understandably, the feedback was that this was a lot of paper work and was confusing. In future years we would not be doing this many activities and will cull it back to the top / most effective activities, which you will see in the next graph.



”Students were very enthusiastic and we witnessed a big increased 
in the amount of healthier food options that students were bringing 
to school. It was a wonderful week and some students have since 

continued to eat healthier options.”

The kids were extremely engaged with the week focus on 
nutrition. It was great to centre our learning and classroom 

discussions to the topic.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the feedback provided by participating teachers.



From your observations, which National Nutrition Week activities do you 
think motivated students to increase their vegetable consumption?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most effective activities in increasing veg consumption, according to teachers, were the lunchbox power boost class challenge (veg graph competition), the free veg day (sponsored by EACH) and the nutrition week reward stamp incentive sheet.The Veg Art comp and guess that veg lunchtime activity were both popular activities, however were a more indirect activity to increase veg consumption by increasing exposure to vegetables. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Free veg day was the most effective activity in directly increasing student vegetable consumption. EACH organised and sponsored dip and vegetable cups for each student and staff. The two dips provided were also used as a trial to gauge the student reaction and preference, with the thinking that these could possibly be sold in the canteen next year. Each class teacher recorded student preferences and feedback towards the two dips.475 cups of dip and veggie sticks were created. 348 students were in attendance that day( 67 were absent or attending sports events). The junior classes were more inclined to take and try the cups. There were most left overs from 5 and 6 classes. 



Lunchbox Power Boost 
Class Challenge

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was one of the most effective activities in increasing student vegetable consumption over the week. Classes recorded their vegetable intake each day and were competing with other classes. The class teacher was involved in recording this as a class. The graph stayed in the classroom as a visual reminder of their goal. Students also had a poster that showed what one serve of vegetables looks like. 100% of the teachers surveyed said that this activity was useful in prompting class discussion around healthy eating. 85% of the teachers said it promoted mostly positive discussions as a result. All the teachers also said they would recommend it to other primary schools looking to teach students about vegetable intake.



Would you consider using this graph activity in your classroom annually, even if it was not 
attached to National Nutrition Week activities?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was a highly successful whole school activity. Nearly all the staff who responded 92% (n=12) said that they would consider using this activity as an annual classroom activity even if not formally part of nutrition week celebrations. EACH HP Team will work to make improvements on this resource activity (based on teacher feedback) and make it available to other schools and the AP.



Compared to student vegetable consumption prior to National Nutrition Week, how much do you 
think vegetable consumption increased among students in your class?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you would expect with short, one off or annual events, the biggest impacts are short lived. However, this week was used to ‘kick start’ the whole of school approach to the 3 year multi-strategy project. During nutrition week, more than half the teachers reported that they observed most students increasing their vegetable intake. Three months down the track this effect gradually decreased, but it was still promising to see that 3 months on, there were still some (less than half to a few students) in each class who had continued their vegetable consumption levels. 



Did your eating habits or mindset toward food change in any way as a result of 
Nutrition Week?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition week activities were designed as a way to engage not just students, but staff and families too. 65% of the staff surveyed said that their eating habits or mindset towards food changed as a result of Nutrition Week activities at the school.



“I ensured I was eating vegetables at healthy snack time 
to model good eating behaviours. I normally wouldn't 

eat anything during this time and eat my vegetable 
sticks at recess.” 

“Discussing good food choices daily 
to motivate students and sharing 
with them what my children were 

having at home.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition week activities were designed as a way to engage not just students, but staff and families too. 65% of the staff surveyed said that their eating habits or mindset towards food changed as a result of Nutrition Week activities at the school.



If you altered your planned lessons or normal class routines in any way that 
promoted fruit or vegetables, did you continue any of these changes beyond 

National Nutrition Week?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly half 42% of the staff (n=8) who responded said that they altered their normal lesson plans to incorporate healthy eating in some way, other than that organised nutrition week activities. Of these staff, half of them continued with these changes beyond Nutrition Week.Some examples of activities were: one class used the topic as their persuasive writing pieces for the remainder of term. The art teacher focused grades 3 and 4 on studying an artist who was famous for painting fruit, for the whole term.



“Parents loved making food art with their children.” 

“Parents have been saying that 
students have been asking for more 

fruit and veggies at home.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nutrition week activities were designed as a way to engage not just students, but staff and families too. Some teachers reported parent feedback to the weeks activities. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of a student’s lunch during Nutrition Week. Banana bubbles launched at the canteen. Such a success, they are now a permanent item.End of presentation – thank you for watching!
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